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A device for the production of visible or photographic images of objects with employment of
neutrons as depicting radiation has been proposed, ln which in a neutron-reactive layer hea,vily charged particles or electrons are produced
by the depicting neutrons, and these charged
particles or electrons release in the neutron-reactive layer or in a neighbouring layer slow elecfrons, which are accelerated by electric flelds
and, after they have passed üirrough an electron-optical system, produce a picture on a luminescent screen or on a photographic layer.
With tlris device it is possible to produce pictures very rich in contrast even with a neutron
radiation of low lntensity.
At, the production of such neutron-image-converter diffculties are caused under circumstances
thereby that the neutron-reacüive layer and the
layer from which the slow electrons are released
reaöt the one with the other in undesired manner during the production of the image-converter, for instance at the baklng out of ühe vacuum
layers also partly
tube. Some neutron-reactive
lose their ef0ciency at the heating to higher temperatures rphich for the object of baking out
can be hardly avoided in the course of the production of the lmage-converter',
It is an object of ühe present invention to obviate these diffrculties involved in the production
of the apparatus formerly described. For this
and other inventive pu(poses the neutron-reactive layer is applied outside the vacuum space,
and at this point the wall of the vessel is made
such that it lets pass through the radiation serving for the releasing of the slow electrons,
In a neutron-image-converter, in which the
heavily charged particles or electrons produced in
the neutron-reactive layer by the depicting neutrons release in a neighbouring luminescent mass
a radiation, which in turn only releases slow
electrons in a neighbouring layer, it is advisable
to provide under certain circumstance5 in the arrangement according to the invention also the
luminescenü mass outside the vacuum tube. For
intensifying the efiect, a surface, whlch reflects
the radiation emitted by the luminescent mass
and lets pass through the charged particles exciting the luminescenü mass, ls preferably provided on the side of the luminescent mass remote from the vacuum space.

For reducing unsharpnessand lossesfrom reflection on the wall of the tube, it is advisable
to apply directly upon the wall the neutron-reactive mass or the luminescentmass, or, lf desired,both massesmixed,

If in the neutron-reactive mass electrons are
produced which in turn have to release slow
electrons in the inüerior of the vacuum space
from another layer, the wall of the tube at this
5 poinü musü leü pass the electrons released from
the neutron-reacüive layer.
Some substances for the neutron-reactive
layer, for instance metallic liühium, are especially
afiected by moist air, so thaü their efficiency del 0 creases gradually. For increasing their düability iü is therefore advisable in such masses for
neutron-reactive layers and similar sensitive luminescent masses, to house the neutron-reactive mass, if desired together with the luminesl 5 cent mass and the reflecting layer, in the interior of a closed space adjoining the wall of the
vacuum tube, said space being evacuated or filled
with a gas which does not afiect said substances.
Embodimenk of the arrangement according to
20 the lnvention are shown partly in diagrammatic
illusüration in the figures of the accompanying
drawing.
The neutron beam 2 serving for depicüing
starts from the source of neutrons I and trav25 erses the body 3 to be depicted. Tlre depicting
neutron radiation 4 impinges upon the neutronreactive layer 5 arranged outside the vacuum
space and produces in this layer heavily charged
particles or electrons. The intensity of the thus
produced heavily charged particles or electrons is
difierent. from place to place according to the
neutron radiation locally weakened by the body
3 to be depicted. The heavily charged particles
or electrons release in and adjacent 6 of lumirtJ
nescent mass a radiation, which pa.sses through
the wall I of the tube, which at this point lets
pass radiation, into the vacuum space and releases there slow electrons from a photo-sensitive
layer L These slow electrons are accelerated
and can be collected electron-optically in a manner known per se uflon an luminescent screen or
upon a photographic layer to produce an image
of the object.
Between the layer 6 of luminescent mass and
lhe neutron-reactive layer 5 a reflecting surface
9 may be provided for intensifying the efiect, said
surface reflecting the radiation emiüted by the
luminescent mass through this mass itself into
5 0 the interior of the vacuum space upon the photosensitive layer. Ttris surface g lets pass through
the heavily charged particles or electrons produced by the neutron in the layer 5.
Ttre luminescenü mass and the neutron-reac55 tive layer mass may be applied directly onto the

